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THE ELECTRIC CURRENT IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.*

It is now almost a century since Volta, the Italian physicist, wrote the following words:

"I have made experiments, showing the transmission of the electric fluid. ** Thus have applied different metals to all sorts of animal bodies ** even to such substances as paper, leather, linen (well saturated with water), as well as to water itself. ** The metals are not only conductors of electricity, but they also excite it, and this is a grand discovery!"

Yes, it was, indeed, a 'grand discovery,' for it led to further investigation with the final demonstration that animal and metal electricity were identical. What is more, it unquestionably opened the way to the construction of the battery bearing the name of this honored investigator, who, however, little dreamed of the splendid achievements which were to follow the introduction into chemistry of the form of energy made so readily accessible by his battery and its numerous subsequent modifications. For history tells us that he failed to observe the decomposition which arose upon immersing the terminals of one of his cells into water. That was to remain for the keener vision of Nicholson and Carlisle. The chemical phenomena, exhibiting themselves constantly to Volta while experimenting with his battery, were to him absolutely devoid of interest, yet they continued to crowd to the front and eventually attracted the attention of a brilliant coterie of investigators, whose discoveries could never have come in their most shadowy forms to Volta in his wildest dreams! In evidence of this I need merely mention the